Let’s release
the enthusiastic
scientist in
every primary
school child!
Less than £2
per
lesson, per
year!

per pupil,

melscholar.com

The Mission is one… to inspire and support
our scientists of the future. MEL Scholar, a
revolution in primary science teaching support.
MEL Scholar is the most engaging way for
primary school children to learn science through
hands-on, investigation-based lessons every
week of the year. For teachers, it is innovative
and ground-breaking, helping them to deliver
super engaging, practical science lessons.
For children, it’s great fun, and just the start
they need for a life of understanding the
natural world around them. And, importantly,
engaging primary school children as early as
possible is a crucial first step towards creating
first-rate scientists of the future, and giving them
the skills sets they need to cope with whatever
life throws at them.

“Science is a way of thinking much more than it is a body of knowledge”.

Carl Sagan

What is MEL Scholar?

One of the key benefits is that everything
needed for each lesson is carefully planned and
easily accessible all in one place. I never have
to worry about checking anything before the
lesson – I know I can just go straight into the
classroom and teach.

MEL Scholar is a whole school, age 7 –
10, primary science curriculum service
that includes:

Outstanding
University validated
Continual Professional
Development (CPD)
training in scientific
method focused
teaching.

2.
16 Hugely engaging
Schemes of Work
(SoW) focused on the
‘Scientific Method’.

Science Co-ordinator
Wickhambreaux School in Canterbury

3.

4.

5.

6.

ALL The equipment
for the whole school
to run ‘Wow’, inspiring
demonstration lead,
investigations /
experiments EVERY
week of the year.

Lesson plans, work
sheets, homework
sheets, lesson videos, 1:1
teaching support

Access to award winning
MEL Science VR and AR
Lessons

Access to award winning
MEL Science Virtual
Laboratory

Primary school teachers can now deliver hands-on, investigative
science lessons in a really exciting way. We provide first-rate regular
training, lesson plans and access to all the core scientific information
and equipment needed for enjoyable science.
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It provides the platform for the delivery of incredible value and highly
affordable practical science lessons every week of the year over a four
year rolling cycle for pupils in years three to six. It covers a total of 12
topics in depth over the complete cycle so pupils start high school
with a solid skills-set and grounding in practical science.
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Elizabeth Chipperfield

There is on average
160,000Km blood
vessels in the
human body.

The benefits of MEL Scholar
for schools, teachers and pupils

One of our children told the Ofsted Inspector
who visited recently that he used to hate
science as it was just sitting there with the
teacher talking to you, but now he can’t wait to
do science and has started doing experiments
at home. He’s trying to do better at his Maths
and English as he wants to be a scientist when
he’s older.

Boosts schools’ results
in the core science
skills, leading to
improved league table
results and greater
popularity and funding
for the school.

Removes the stress,
time and anxiety out
of planning the annual
science curriculum and
lessons for pupils aged
7-10

Clare Betts

Makes
teaching
science easy
and fun!

Improves the
confidence of
non-specialists
in delivering
effective lessons

Girls are just as
engaged and
excited about the
experiments as
boys

Significantly enhances
pupils’ ability to
comfortably make the
transition into middle or
high school science

Science Lead, Rollesby School in Norfolk

Provides an
affordable system
that up-skills teachers
and substantially
reduces schools’ capital
expenditure

Builds a school’s
reputation as a
provider of very
high quality
science teaching

What do schools actually get?
see www.melscholar.com

Each school receives specific, topic-based sets of training at the start of
each term (four each for physics, chemistry and biology) that not only
covers every National Curriculum but significantly enriches it. Training
sessions cover in detail the following :
Termly Continual Professional Development Training 3 times
per year in your school.
Access to 16 super flexible, non-prescriptive, Schemes of work
1.Light
2.Particle theory
3.Plants and Photosynthesis
4.Electricity
5.Chemistry of matter
6.Human Health and Fitness
7.Forces
8.Aqueous Chemistry
9.Life, Biosphere and Evolution
10.Energy
11.Inorganic Chemistry
12.Kingdom Animalia
13.Space
14.Introduction to Earth and Geology
15.Organic Chemistry
16.Microbiology

• Initially – an introduction to the Scientific Method,
• The science theory behind each topic in each lesson,
• Hands on practice conducting a huge range of investigations
• A wide range of pedagogical practices
• Science misconceptions
• Use of ‘wow’ demonstrations to identify pupils understanding and
develop learning
• How to write Risk Assessments for science lessons
• How to assess progress in practical science – specifically pupil progress
in applying the Scientific Method.
• Complete class sets of equipment delivered in self-contained boxes, so
that all pupils in KS2 to undertake a really ‘Wow’ science lesson in pairs,
every week of the year.
• Schemes of Work and Lesson Plans Inspiring and exciting Schemes of
Work and Lesson Plans are included, which are very flexible and can be
easily adapted and modified to suit every school especially those running
‘whole school’ themes.
• Actually ‘Useful’, University Validated Continual Professional
Development documentation…not just a ‘tick box exercise’ UK validated
CPD certification covers 39 separate investigation based lessons every
yearRemoves the hidden teacher spending on science resources…..well,
apart from the odd lemon or egg!
• Pupils will leave primary school with a solid Scientific Method based
skills-set and grounding in practical science, and will be inspired to
continue their learning into secondary school and beyond.

Dear Colleagues,

A letter from our

I would like to introduce you to the MEL Scholar program. It is
a highly regarded science program developed by scientists in
the UK. It is experiment based, very hands-on and completely
avoids topics of theology; it is investigation-and-project-based
learning at its best. Every unit comes with ready-assembled kits
of all materials necessary for the unit, accompanying videos and
follow up activities. Each unit is cutting-edge in content and
topics include physics, chemistry and biology, incorporating
historical science, the most innovative current developments
while training students to focus on the scientific method.
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The founder, Dan Sullivan, has been providing our teachers
with in-person training for each unit. Our students are loving
science, I personally have never seen kids so inquisitive and
excited to learn science.
Needless to say, the program is aligned with the NGSS science
standards. My school, Bais Yaakov Bnos Aliya, is the first
US school to implement the program, however, in the UK,
many yeshiva schools have been using it and are extremely
happy. Some schools include Torah Temima (boys cheder in
Stamford Hill) and Hasmonian. I firmly believe this program is
a game-changer in the way our frum schools teach science in
an inspiring way that does not compromise Hashkafa, precious
time, or content.

Mrs. Penina Noy
Principal
Bais Yaakov Bnos Aliya, Girls' Montessori Elementary School

“The true sign of intelligence is not knowledge
but imagination”.

Albert Einstein

Subscription Information
per pupil,

see www.melscholar.com
The training is provided by highly experienced
science teacher training mentors - our training is
comprehensive, enjoyable, fun and inspirational!
Start at any time in the year – it’s flexible and we can
help you plan the introduction.
The minimum contract term is only 12 months.
The cost depends on the size of the school - we
are offering a special 40% launch discount on
our standard subscription rate for the first 200
subscribing schools, which means that, for a single
form entry school of 120 pupils (30 x 4 classes for
pupils aged 7 - 10) doing one science lesson per week
each, 36-39 times per year, the cost works out at less
than £2 per pupil, per lesson per year!

That’s correct!!...for the best science lessons your
pupils are ever going to get, every week of the year...
just £2 per pupil, per lesson per year!
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This represents extraordinary value for money,
considering the school has to spend nothing else on
their science provision, and if you choose to run two
lessons per week, the cost per lesson is cut in half!
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Less than £2
per
lesson, per
year!

Evangelista Torricelli
was the first person to
see a vacuum!... there’s
nothing in that!

Dan Sullivan,
Founder + Education Director
Email: info@melscholar.com
Tel: +44 (0)7931090553
Skype: danielsullivan_1

melscholar.com

